The ground target optimal tracking is very important in the ground target tracking of UAV. 
The ground target optimal tracking is very important in the ground target tracking of UAV [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the few years,some intelligent algorithms including artificial neural networks are widely applied to ground target tracking [6] .However,there are lots of shortcomings in the artificial neural networks,thus,the effects of ground target tracking by artificial neural networks are poor [7] [8] [9] [10] .In order to solve the shortcomings of the artificial neural networks,support vector machine,a novel statistical learning method, is applied to ground target tracking.Support vector machine employs the principle of structural risk minimization,which has a good generalization ability [11] .
In order to improve the ground target tracking performance of support vector machine, ground target optimal tracking model based on genetic least squares support vector machine in this paper. Least squares support vector machine can apply equality constraints for the error instead of inequality constraints used by support vector machine. Here, genetic algorithm is applied to select the appropriate parameters of least squares support vector machine.Genetic algorithm has the higher global optimal ability than the traditional multi-parameter optimization methods [12] [13] [14] . The process of ground target optimal tracking model based on genetic least squares support vector machine is given,the comparison of the ground target tracking distance and angle error among the three methods show that the ground target tracking effects of genetic least squares support vector machine are better than support vector machine and artificial neural network.
2.Genetic least squares support vector machine
Least squares support vector machine can apply equality constraints for the error instead of inequality constraints used by support vector machine.
We can gain the tracking model of least squares support vector machine by solving the optimization problem:
Minimize
Then, we gain the Lagrange equation of least squares support vector machine,which is expressed by
 are the Lagrange multipliers.
The criterions for the Lagrange equation are described by
Finally,the tracking model of least squares support vector machine is expressed by
As the Gaussian kernel is employed in least squares support vector machine, the final tracking model of least squares support vector machine is expressed by
where  is the width of the Gaussian kernel.
Here, genetic algorithm is applied to select the appropriate parameters of least squares support vector machine.Genetic algorithm has the higher global optimal ability than the traditional multi-parameter optimization methods.Firstly,code the parameters of least squares support vector machine, the length of each chromosome is set to 42,and the maximum iterative number is set to 100;secondly, the size of the population of the chromosomes is set to 20,and randomly generate a population of the chromosomes;Thirdly, evaluate the fitness of each chromosome,and generate the new chromosome by genetic operators including selection, crossover, mutation operators, the probability of crossover is set to 0.6,and the probability of mutation is set to 0.01.Finally,the optimization process end when the maximum iterative number is reached.
3.Experimental results
The process of ground target optimal tracking model based on genetic least squares support vector machine is given in Fig.1 . The distance and angle are input into G-LSSVM by input interaction,the single step prediction 1~ m are performed,and status updating 1~ m are performed.Then,the new status is output by output interaction. The ground target tracking distance based on genetic least squares support vector machine is shown in Fig.2 , the ground target tracking distance based on support vector machine is shown in Fig.3 ,and the ground target tracking distance based on artificial neural network is shown in Fig.4 .
The ground target tracking angle error based on genetic least squares support vector machine is shown in Fig.5 , the ground target tracking angle error based on support vector machine is shown in Fig.6 ,and the ground target tracking angle error based on artificial neural network is shown in Fig.7 .
The comparison of the ground target tracking distance and angle error among the three methods show that the ground target tracking effects of genetic least squares support vector machine are better than support vector machine and artificial neural network. 
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4.Conclusion
In order to improve the ground target tracking performance of support vector machine, ground target optimal tracking model based on genetic least squares support vector machine in this paper. Least squares support vector machine can apply equality constraints for the error instead of inequality constraints used by support vector machine,and genetic algorithm is applied to select the appropriate parameters of least squares support vector machine.The comparison of the ground target tracking distance and angle error among the three methods show that the ground target tracking effects of genetic least squares support vector machine are better than support vector machine and artificial neural network.
